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 AC Automotive release the first ever fully EU Homologated
Cobra Mark VI
 MacG Racing Ltd are appointed sole UK distributors for the AC
Cobra Mark VI
 AC Automotive announce the development of FIA GT4, GT3 and
GTE versions of the AC Cobra, which are being developed in
collaboration with MacG Racing Ltd
MacG Racing Ltd, the UK’s sole distributor of the current AC Cobra Brand, will be launching
the first right-hand-drive, fully EU Homologated AC Cobra MK VI at The Autosport Show in
January 2017.
Handbuilt in Germany, this is the first chance for petrolheads to see the latest version of
the exquisite and powerful AC Cobra. AC Cars is one of the UK’s oldest car manufacturers
and was first established in 1901 when John Weller set up a garage in London to realise a
passion for building cars. It was in 1903 that Weller, with the backing of wealthy
businessman John Portwine, helped bring the concept to reality as Weller debuted two
versions of his ‘Autocar’ at the British Motor Show that year – in a twin-cylinder 10horsepower and a four-cylinder 20-horsepower configuration. For the first time in 1915,
the abbreviation AC was used, and in November of that year a new company was formed
called Autocarriers Limited.
Fast forward 101 years and the latest iteration of the AC Cobra, will be one of the stars of
the Autosport Show. The Mk VI’s engine is a 6.2-litre, 434bhp V8, enabling the stunning
car to go from 0-62mph in just 3.7 seconds and reaching a top speed of 173mph (278
km/h). The car is fully homologated for worldwide sales and meets all current emission
standards. Information will also be available on an FIA Homologated GT4 race car
currently in development.
MacG Racing, a family run Motorsport and Engineering Team with over 15 years
experience of running vehicles in various national level championships, will be launching
the car as part of its activity at the Autosport Show in January on stand 19210. MacG
Racing will also be displaying their range of products, including Albins Transmissions, Braid
Wheels and Xtreme Clutches.
MacG Racing will be taking orders for the AC Cobra Mk VI at the Autosport show, and
interest in such an iconic car and brand is expected to be high. Richard MacGregor, Team
Principal of MacG Racing, said: “The AC Cobra is an iconic model which has remained
extremely popular throughout its different versions. The MK VI retains all of the beauty
and charm of the original AC Cobras, with a modern update.”
“Previously only available in left hand drive, we are thrilled that we can now launch a
version better suited to British roads and can’t wait to introduce the right hand drive
version of this incredible machine at the Autosport Show in January. Our Racing Team are
also excited about our involvement in the development of the GT4 version and being able
to race it in due course”
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